
WAVELENGTH
THE BLACK TRAVEL ALLIANCE PRESENTS

NETWORKING 
EVENT



WAVELENGTH

noun: wavelength; 
plural noun: wavelengths; 

symbol: λ

a person's ideas and way of thinking, especially 
as it affects their ability to communicate with others



    THE EXPERIENCE
Wavelength is the premiere networking event that connects

Black travel professionals with travel brands to build

partnerships, amplify Black voices, and bridge the gap that has

previously prevented them from receiving the same

opportunities as their colleagues. 

The first of its kind, Wavelength highlights  Black travel 

 journalists, influencers and creators and makes them reachable

to brands like yours.  With a versatile roster Wavelength will bring

together professionals of every niche, to fit your brand's needs. 

Through both group meetings and 1 on 1 sessions you'll have

access to incredible storytellers who operate on the same

wavelength . With marketing strategies changing overnight this

year, Wavelength provides the right contacts to amplify &

communicate your key messages to consumers .

We're excited for you to take part, and connect with some

incredible talent, to help execute 

your 2021 marketing campaigns and goals .



INFLUENCER EXCHANGE
Throughout this year we've seen that you can still network & build key relationships without

attending in-person events. With Wavelength the Black Travel Alliance strives to bring together

the travel industry & media with online networking that works!  It's our mission to link vibrant

creatives who move the needle globally to help foster organic exchanges between them and

brand representatives. One of the main reasons creatives joined BTA was to '' join a movement

that generates awareness towards black and POC travel content creators" and ''to be connected

to a source that has relationships with brands who are looking for content creators of color, but

don't know where to start'' . THIS is your starting point.
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BLACK TRAVEL STATS 
YOU SHOULD KNOW

Black Travelers are 70% more likely

to travel to destinations and purchase

from brands where they see themselves

reflected.

The Opportunity: Brands can diversify

their marketing media to be more

reflective

of the Black travel community!

We know you've seen this number but don't

ignore that + sign. Black Americans alone

spend over 109.4 billion dollars annually on

travel, and that doesn't include Black travelers

in the UK, EU , Australia, Africa etc.

The Opportunity: Brands can connect with

content creators from the BTA who represent

multiple countries from the US-EU!

70% 109.4 billion+ 50%
50% of Black Travelers want to

experience a new destination. 

The Opportunity: Brands can work with

content creators to show that you

welcome Black travelers to your location!



NAME:WAVELENGTH

EVENT DETAILS

DATE: DECEMBER 5, 2020

TIME: 12:00-4:00 PM EST

WHERE: FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR

DESIRED LOCATION,ON A NEW AND

EXCITING DIGITAL PLATFORM!
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OPPORTUNITIES

PRE-ARRANGED MEETINGS 

GROUP NETWORKING SESSIONS

BRANDED TABLES IN PARTNER LOUNGE

SPONSORSHIP 



ACCESS

For the first time brands will have direct access

to black content creators globally at one event,

allowing you to connect with creators from

every niche, including luxury, adventure, budget

and more.WHY
WAVELENGTH? ALLYSHIP

With brands positioning themselves as allies in

the industry Wavelength allows the opportunity

for creators and consumers to visibly see how

you're positioning yourself as one.

AMPLIFICATION

Working with black content creators helps amplify

black voices and tell black stories. With Black

History Month approaching in February and

travelers wanting to visibly see themselves

reflected, what better time than now to make those

connections for innovative and cutting edge

campaigns.
"Because diversity takes intent, initiative, and innovation."  

 Lauren Gay,  BTA Training and Events Chair



WAVE LENGTH PACKAGES
Brand networking:  One on One 15 minute meetings with 16 creators of

your choice within the platform.  Brands and attendees have the ability to
search for each other and schedule these meetings prior to the event. 

 Total Time: 4 hours

Brand group tables: Brand representatives meeting with a group of creators to tell
them their 2021 plans, and what they look for in partnerships. Followed by questions

and answers from the group. These sessions are impromptu and  at the brands
discretion. 8 sessions for 30 minutes. Total Time 4 hours.

One on One networking meetings and a brand table , BTA bundle.

$500
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$500

$750



A LA CARTE OPTIONS

Video sponsorship - $250

Brands have the opportunity to run promotional media on the main stage during the event, to engage and encourage content creators to 

visit their destination, or use their product.

Virtual Vendor Space  $250

Due to the large amount of creators attending, we are aware brands need to have multiple places of representation at Wavelength.

Therefore to help capture the emails of interested creators you might not have the chance to meet with, we are offering virtual vendor

booths for them to learn more about any opportunities you have for 2021.

Additionally for the brands unrelated to travel who have products that creators need as well as opportunities to collaborate, this space is

for you!

FREE TO BRANDS WHO PURCHASED BRAND  NETWORKING

Event Sponsor - $5000
This option is for the brand that wants to sponsor the full event. Sponsorship includes :logo placement on main stage.

Branded video played on main stage and all our social platforms.Dedicated email sent to our members about your

destination or product.  Networking table sessions, virtual vendor space and 30 minute consultation with BTA about

marketing strategies to reach the Black Traveler in 2021.



WHO WE ARE

#PULLUPFORTRAVEL CAMPAIGN

WWW.BLACKTRAVELALLIANCE.COM

In the wake of social unrest from George Floyd’s publicized murder
and pronouncements of “Black Lives Matter” support by destination
management organizations and travel brands, a group of Black
Travel Content Creators from across the globe formed the Black
Travel Alliance (BTA) in June 2020. The main objective of the alliance
is to hold travel brands accountable and advocate for meaningful
representation of Black voices across the travel industry. 

The mission of the Black Travel Alliance is to support Black content
creators around the world and increase their representation in the
travel industry, including but not limited to employment,
conferences, and media.

With our three pillars of alliance, amplification, and accountability,
we strive to create a world where Black people are supported and
accurately represented in the travel industry.



Tomiko Harvey  + Xavier Owona
Chairs of Partnerships and Collaborations

Partnerships@blacktravelalliance.com

We look forward to having you at
WAVELENGTH


